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Your Amazon Product Pages are some of the most important assets in 

your marketing portfolio. That’s why we put together this marketing guide 

to help you understand how to best optimize and utilize these 

indispensable tools for your brand and your team’s sales growth.

LET’S EXPLORE & GET THE
MOST OUT OF AMAZON

Read on to discover some easy steps that can raise 
your results with a retailer that’s driving 

14%
all retail
growth
in the US 

of
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Amazon is really a search engine, just like Google, so it’s important that you think about your 
pages in terms of search engine optimization.
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FIRST THINGS FIRST, THINK SEARCH

Your page’s search relevancy and sales impact are deeply tied to Amazon’s best practices for 
conversion. So, building your page to meet these standards is your first priority, and will 
help you take advantage of the high conversion rates Amazon offers.

All About The Algorithm. 

Also, remember that 44% of US consumers research products on Amazon before making 
an offline purchase. This means your Amazon Product Pages have a bigger impact, beyond 
the sales you garner from Amazon. They deeply impact the sales you get in other 
brick-and-mortar stores.

Clicks Affect Bricks.
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MAKE THE JOURNEY
WORK FOR YOU

The key to winning with Amazon (and getting more page views and sales) is to 
search optimize your product page within the Amazon A9 algorithm. Building an 

optimized product page is about giving the Amazon engine exactly the 
information it wants, in the format it wants. There are four key principles that will 

help ensure that your customers find your product pages:

A Picture’s Worth A
Thousand Clicks

Keywords Are Key

Get Great Reviews

Plus Up Your A+ Content
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Always follow Amazon's Image Requirements and make sure you have five to six product 
images. Shoppers want a feel for your product from all different angles or usage 
situations. Make sure you are running a competitive image audit at least once a quarter. Below 
are some best-in-class examples along with basic image requirements.

A PICTURE’S WORTH A THOUSAND CLICKS

Professional photography only
No drawings

Make sure your product shot is
iconic, heroic, beautiful

TIFF, JPEG, PNG or GIF format

Image pixel dimensions of at least
1,000 for either height or width 

No watermarks

The product and props must fill at
least 85% of the image frame

sRGB color mode

Secondary images can show key
ingredients, reasons to believe,
the product in use and flavor cues

File name consistent with ASIN
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KEYWORDS ARE KEY

Because Amazon is a search engine, title tags are unbelievably important. But instead of 60 
characters like on Google, brands get 500 with Amazon. The longer and more detailed the 
title, the better. If you look around Amazon, you’ll notice that the products with long, 
keyword-rich titles outrank those that are simple and clean. Feed the search engine’s algorithm!

TAG, YOU’RE IT. 

A goal for your title should be to own the most valuable organic search keywords that lead 
shoppers to your page. Use Merchant Words, Simple Keyword Inspector or Google 
Keyword Planner to find relevant keywords for your product type and to estimate search 
volume. Then build a great product page with copy that encourages the A9 algorithm to deliver 
the optimum traffic while also delighting your shoppers. 

OWN IT! 

You can also enter category keywords or brand terms into Amazon’s search bar and look at the 
results that populate as “recommended” search terms. (You’ll see how Amazon’s unique A9 
algorithm works.) A good place to begin your investigation is to use factors you know are 
important to deselection and choice in your category.

SEARCH FOR YOURSELF. 

Keywords deliver the search streams and prequalified traffic of shoppers who are ready to buy 
your product. Make sure to encompass several important shopper priorities: brand, formula, 
size, nutritional credentials and source. 

WEAVE IN THE RIGHT WORDS. 
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For example, the Hidden Valley Ranch product title is “Hidden Valley Easy Squeeze Original 
Ranch Salad Dressing & Topping, Gluten Free - 20 Ounce Bottle.”
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https://www.amazon.com/Hidden-Valley-Squeeze-Original-Dressing/dp/B000QJXO62/ref=sr_1_1_a_f_it?ie=UTF8&qid=1532637183&sr=8-1&ppw=fresh&keywords=Hidden+Valley+Easy+Squeeze+Original+Ranch+Salad+Dressing+%26+Topping%2C+Gluten+Free+-+20+Ounce+Bottle.


What About 1- &
2-Star Reviews?

They happen. And you should deal with 
them right away. It is considered best 
practice to publicly reply, and doing so can 
actually become a positive for your brand 
and company. Don’t get defensive. Just 
sympathize with the customer and show that 
you genuinely want to address their concern. 
Ask lots of questions to show you’re 
interested in resolving the issue—whether 
it’s related to delivery, service or the product 
itself. The most important thing when it comes 
to reviews is to remember you are 
protecting your brand’s reputation.

GET GREAT REVIEWS

Amazon product reviews have a significant impact on your brand’s sales ranking, traffic and
sales performance.

Reviews Have A Credibility That Other Copy Points Don’t.

Getting more reviews improves discoverability and buyability—two vital components to success 
on Amazon. 40% of shopping searches start on Amazon, and the majority of those 
searches are looking for reviews on your product.

Positive Reviews Drive Sales. Negative Ones, Not So Much.

Product page requires a minimum of 20 reviews before you can use Amazon Marketing 
Services or AMG to send traffic to your page. There’s tremendous value in reviews, and like all 
things within the Amazon algorithm, there’s a formula for success.
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Get More 5-Star Reviews (Legally).

Amazon restricts what you can say in your messages to shoppers. You cannot solicit for 
positive feedback or incentivize customers to give you a 5-star review. However, you 
can shoot for higher-quality reviews by encouraging customers to share their thoughts through 
words, pictures or video via an email campaign to your best shoppers and brand advocates.

In truth, many happy shoppers are glad to give a quick 4- or 5-star review and a “works great.” 
The problem is that they don’t think to elaborate in words or show the products in images. It’s 
not against policy to let them know they can do this, as long as you don’t nudge the 
messaging into “give me a 5-star review” territory. Amazon monitors reviews to ensure 
they have been gathered in an honest way, so stay above board and avoid getting booted.
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3 Proven Email Intros to Get
Amazon Reviews that Rank Higher
Without Breaking Amazon’s Rules:

Click here to read Amazon’s Official Rules. 

Your opinion matters! Please share your thoughts
and don’t be shy—the more information, the better!

Pictures are worth 1,000 words, and you
can include them in your review!

Make your review come alive
by uploading a video.

A

B
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PLUS UP YOUR A+ CONTENT

It has been proven by market researchers that the better the content quality, the more likely a 
customer will make a purchase without hesitation. A+ content allows your customers to make 
better purchasing decisions. Now that Basic A+ Detail Pages are free for all vendors, you 
should certainly take advantage of adding A+ content to your product listings. 
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A+ CONTENT AKA ENHANCED CONTENT. 

A+ content is an extended version of the basic product description. This elevated content 
includes scannable text that explains the features and benefits of a product. Examples of A+ 
content include high-quality images, video and comparison charts. In simple terms, A+ 
content better conveys the value of the product through the use of multimedia.

With more than half of all online shoppers starting their product searches on Amazon, optimizing 
your product detail pages should be a key focus. Adding A+ content to your listings provides a 
better shopper experience, increases customer engagement and has been shown to 
boost conversion.

BETTER CONTENT MEANS MORE SALES.
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WINNING WITH AMAZON
MEANS CONSTANT DISCOVERY

Amazon is redefining e-commerce by the moment. Making sure your 

Product Pages are retail ready and optimized with A+ content is just the 

first step. Whether it’s beta-testing new tools on their PrimeNOW and 

Fresh platforms, or executing a killer AMS/AMG plan, Amazon is a key 

player in your brand’s e-commerce future.

Go ahead and take a look at your brand’s current Amazon product pages. 

If you need help crafting killer pages, need A+ content or just want another 

set of eyes with a background in optimization,
contact us at info@goshoptology.com.
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